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The improvement of studen鵠 1eru対ng

achievement mathematics is often 

addressed by the countries晦 ElSalvador has 

implemented; since 2015， a new textbook 

policy basθ!d on a 即 visedsyllabus. This new 

approach on teaching has accompanied 

by the 悼むhnicalsupport of Japan， the 

e飴ctiveness of such new 総支出∞k

implementation has been reported 血

previous researches with evidence企omthe 

cl邸 sroom，students， teachers. However， 

it is st迎 neededto ove:rcome 80me di盛culties

and issues in order to bet七erimprove the 

students' learning achlevements. 

'1'he present dissertaもionstudy rεpo討ed

here， describes how students may improve 

their academic ab出tyby how土heteacher 

ILilplements the structured problem solving 

ruld some formative邸 sessmentactivities 

through use oflesson plans or interactive 

videos世
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A紅白ng加 i工nprovethe students' academic 

ability; which i8 understood as the 

improvement of students' cognitive skill， 
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dependlng on how well the child~"6n we担

taugh七 anintervel1tion was designed that 

of concretizL.'1g the structured 

problem働solvingposed by Shimizu that is 

widelyapplied Japan， and∞mplementing 

such approach with the 五)rnl設tive

assessment即 tivitiesconcerning the詑acher

side posed by B1ack， William and Thompson. 

order加 and merge the two 

frameworks mentioned油ove，some lesson 

plans were elaborat札 τneselesson p1ans 

were implemented in both modalities歩

五支部凶的色ce and adapted to the or出偲

enVIronment by using interactive videos. 

Data collection and assessment frameworkH 

The data was collecte止五時tly，about 

鵠acher'scontent knowledge and pedagogical 

content k..'lowledge based on the seminal 

work of Shulman. The schools that 

participat怠dWe1"6 Sεlected randomly企'Omthe 

results of the teachers based on the average 

ability on con:総ntk..'1owledg志位ldpedagogical 

coぉ結ntknowledge plu8 and rnL'1us one 

standard deviation， Ll1 order to assure an 

equivalent油:ilityamong 

conducted the lessons. 

teachers w ho 

This study was conducted within 2021 



and i七wasprepared and adapted加せ18

situation that happened during 

COVID幽 19pandemic influence. By the註me

that the research was condl泌総d，it WE主.s

possible加 takeinto ai∞ount schools in both 

modali:ties， face司tσandonline. For this 

間 ason， teachers with average ability 

were selected with therr classrooms about 

ten歩 SlX倉山時間dfi武eenstudents. 

In order to measu胎 theconstruct of 

'academic abiliザ it was necess紅 y to 

加 easure the students' 'cognitive s記118'

through a paperbased t:est in血ce-to也ce

lessons through a Google五Jrms'based

test in orJine lessons. Also， 'the way出品

childrちn we出 taught'was rneasured by 

conducting an analysis on the recorded videos 

of the lessons delivered， and by using a rubric 

on the lesson pl開設dherence 血ce他 to鼠ce

1essひ118.Conversely， the same dimension was 

measured through the int日明党ion

videos in the online lessons. 

R朗 ults

上he

'rhe results showed th此 えも the 

group pθ11'ormed betler the 

官ea悌 ningskills (0.049)ωnsiderLYlg a 0~05 

the significance level throughout the studyヤ

This result seemed to be related to 

frequency in which involve student 

in highe1' (0.008) 01' lower order questions 

(0.05) during the whole class discussion 

(nel詣ge) moment of structured 

problem“お01吋ngapproach. Converselyラ no

was found in online 

intervention， which is also 工、elated七othe way 
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that students :interacted with出e吋deos.

Mo問。'ver. data showed that the 

implementation of activities r-elated 加 the

structured problem solving and島町native

assessment are strongly as関 ciatedwith how 

much the teachers adhered to the lesson plan 

(0.96官官).

Conclusio蜘

It can be said出atfrom the intervention 

the usage of the lesson plans based on 

structu四 dproble盟 関 ，lvingandあrmative

assessment activi説明 by七heteachers in the 

晶ce-知-facelesson， the cognitive skills of 

reasoning seemed to be sigr錨 cant1y

improved. 

On the other hand， even though the 

inte:rvention was not 80 succe8sful 

this study， it also eJicited that despite the 

sc町 city proper in胞でaction with the 

jnteractive videos， it was not elicited that any 

d出Brenceexi成 inaccordance with the 

lessons C'Dnductβd during the 

COVID聞 19scenarto. 1n other wo吋s，it was 

the same the group出部 interactεdas usual 

with re80urces ロthegroups that 

most of the studen胎 (66%)could not L.'1teract 

even with one of the 合dvideりs.This 

丑ndingreas8erts what actually is perceived 

by researchers educators， and it 8eemB 

that the consequences of the CO¥t1D-19 

on1血elessons areヲbynow， unmeasured in EI 

Salvador.⑤ 




